
Laboratory of Urban Diversity -  
 
Pasto is a city located in southwest Colombia. It was founded according to the planning orders of 
the Spanish crown in 1539, in the Atriz Valley, in the foothills of the volcano Galeras. The 
boundaries of the city were marked by geographic elements like the Pasto river, the volcano, 
ravines and mountains around the valley. The growth and expansion of the city for more than 470 
years has exceeded these limits and the city has ascended the mountains and invaded areas of 
environmental reserve, A lot of the urban land has been occupied and there is deficit of public 
space with a rate of 2.3 m2 / hab. The current model of this city is diffuse, characterized by the 
separation and zoning of residential areas and areas of commerce and services, where the 
foundation center has become saturated with commercial use, services and work, while in the 
periphery are located residential areas, with lack of services which forces the displacement to the 
center of the city. 
 
The balance of uses, services, public space and the environment that allows to reach the compact 
city improves the quality of life of all the habitants of the city and distributes loads equally, 
shortening distances of the routes of the people to go to work or  study . "From the perspective of 
a compact city, for an urban articulation to project expectations of continuity over time, the 
policies that consolidate this mixed network in these frontiers include: redencification [...] the 
population mixed use [...] Urban-oriented recreational areas [...] “- Viviana Colautti 
 
The approach of the project is to detonate the change from a diffuse city to a compact city, with a 
laboratory project of urban diversity developed in the hill Centenario, located to the east of the 
founding center of the city. This is one of the environmental elements which the city still counts, 
and is defined as empty urban space because it is a disconnected space of the city,it has been 
invaded by informal housing, where, due to marginality, it develops criminal activities and drug 
outlets have been located. Currently housing projects are being developed in closed sets, which 
have fragmented this green element. This laboratory of urban diversity is considered as a space 
where multiple activities are developed, that ensures the continuous occupation of the place. The 
areas of conservation and active environmental protection will be demarcated, with footpaths and 
viewpoints. The public space will be the container of this diversity of activities and here will be 
mixed housing, densification with multi-family dwelling groups of low land occupation 30% and 
medium density 90 viv/ha, and equipment such as the water museum, the astronomical 
observatory as city scale equipment and sector equipment such as community care center, health 
center, workshops and crop area and greenhouses. This will allow connecting the hill with the 
existing districts that are around this one and connect it with the city so it will be a part of the city. 
 
The housing developed in the laboratory of urban diversity is characterized by being integrated 
with the public space and the natural environment of the hill Centenario. The functional mix that is 
presented from the city scale is carried to the cell of the same, mixing housing and productivity 
within a park. There are complementary spaces such as greenhouses, workshops and cultivable 
terraces. In this urban laboratory is intended to integrate various social groups, and it develops 
different types of housing in groups, which will allow it to function as a synergy and social system, 
and generate social diversity marking the difference with marginality and segregation that its 
seemed in the rest of the city. 
 


